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Abstract: Kadipiro is a village in District Banjarsari, Surakarta. Along Solo-Purwodadi road is
part of Kadipiro, along the road, there are more than fifty SMEs (Small and Medium
Enterprises) that cultivate raw material of teak. Every day, a lot of wasted wood is
generated from their production process. So far the wasted wood is just dumped into
firewood for individuals or SMEs that need firewood such as tofu SMEs, crackers
SMEs, etc. It is of course very unfortunate, moreover teak is a kind of wood with a very
good quality. By looking at the environment and its resources, actually the wasted wood
can become a commodity that has high competitiveness with people creativity and
innovation. Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME is a creative SMEs that produce sills, doors,
furniture, gazebo and wooden house with reclaimed wood of former house, former
timber of ships as their raw materials. In terms of raw materials, this SME is
environmentally friendly SME. Karang Taruna (Youth organization), MMIB, see self-
employment opportunities of those much wasted wood. Those wasted woods are used
as raw material for their production. However, the limitations of the equipment and
management make the uptake of raw material from wasted wood that is utilized as a
creative product is still low. Research and Implementation Team of Universitas Slamet
Riyadi (UNISRI), Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME and Group Organization MMIB initiate
the utilization of wasted wood into raw material resource for making creative products
and make it more optimized. By the development of these entrepreneurs, there are
several advantages obtained by the use of wasted wood into creative competitive
product, which will increase the economic value of wasted wood, processing wasted
wood will reduce the impact of the use of wood in which the supply of wood is
decreasing due to rare of wood. Utilization of wasted wood as a raw material creates
ethical business because trough this business we preserve the nature, not illegally taking
natural resources that increasingly scarce and taking a long time to restore it. Another
advantage is to expand employment opportunities and economy improvement will
occur. The development of these entrepreneurs will produce a creative competitive
product which would strongly support the creative economy development program
promoted by the Government of Indonesia.
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PRELIMINARY Kadipiro is a village in District
Banjarsari, Surakarta. Along Solo-
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Purwodadi road is part of Kadipiro, along
the road there are more than fifty SMEs
(Small and Medium Enterprises) that
cultivate raw material of teak. Every day, a
lot of waste wood is generated from their
production process. So far the waste wood is
just dumped into firewood for individuals or
SMEs that need firewood such as tofu
SMEs, crackers SMEs, etc. It is of course
very unfortunate, moreover teak is a kind of
wood with a very good quality. By looking
at the environment and its resources,
actually the waste wood can become a
commodity that has high competitiveness
with people creativity and innovation.

Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME is a
creative SME that produce sills, doors,
furniture, gazebo and wooden house with
waste wood of former house, former timber
of ships (reclaimed wood) as raw materials,
in terms of raw materials, this SME is
environmentally friendly SMEs. Jati Lawas
Alto Solo SME was founded in 2000 and
now this SME is still running and surviving
in the midst of a tight business competition.
This SME still can survive because their
products have particular characteristics and
is made from special material those are
waste wood of former house and former
timber of ships.

For creativity section, youth
organization (Karang Taruna) of
Banyuagung in Kadipiro, MMIB, is focused
in the utilization of numerous waste woods
that is available in the neighborhood. Those
waste woods are taken from several wood
production SMEs in Kadipiro then
processed again to be souvenir products
such as wooden ladle, ashtrays, coasters and
others.

In terms of sources of raw materials
such as waste wood of former house and
former timber of ships, then both of these
SMEs are SMEs which seek to increase
higher economic value from waste wood

that were simply discarded or utilized as
firewood which is certainly less in economic
value. Therefore both these SMEs are really
SMEs that do ethical business.

Community Service Team of
Universitas Slamet Riyadi (UNISRI), Jati
Lawas Alto Solo SME and Youth
Organization MMIB initiated utilization of
waste wood into raw material resource for
making creative products so that it will be
more optimized.

IMPLEMENTATION METHOD

The method of implementation in
community service activities are carried out
in stages. The stages are as follows:

1. Socialization Program.
The implementation of community

service begins with socialization activities
for partners, there are Jati Lawas Alto Solo
SME and Banyuagung Youth Organization
in Kadipiro MMIB SME. Goal that wants to
be achieved through this activity is to
synchronize the agenda between both SMEs
with community service team activities, so
that the implementation of further activities
can take place properly.
2. Training and Assistance Activity in

Entrepreneurial Management Field
This activity aims to equip

entrepreneurs on how to manage a business.
An organization or business must implement
management functions such as planning,
organizing, coordinating, giving orders and
monitoring functions in performing all
activities. Management functions should be
applied properly so that the business that we
run can still exist in globalization era, by
always adapting to environmental changes,
so that the objective can be achieved
effectively and efficiently ((Hani Handoko,
2012))
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3. Training and Assistance Activity in
Human Resources Division

This activity aims to equip
entrepreneurs in human resource
management division. The goal is to make
entrepreneurs to be capable of preparing
human resources that are reliable to adjust to
changes, such as changes in the
organizational structure, technology
development, business process or human
resources itself undergoing changes so that
the organization or business will continue to
exist in an environment that is always
experiencing changes. (Gordon, 1991)
4. Training and Assistance Activity in

Production Management or
Operations Field

This activity aims to equip
entrepreneurs in operations management
field. Operations management is an activity
to organize/manage optimally or resources
processing management in the process of
transforming inputs into outputs. The goal of
Operations Management is production
efficiency and effectiveness. To achieve this
goal it is necessary to direct the organization
or company to generate output as expected
by the market, produce output efficiently,
generating more added value efficiently,
being the winner in competition activities,
produces output that favored more and more
by customers. The function of the operations
management (Yamit, 1996) is determining
the layout of the production efficiently,
maintenance in order to create continuity of
production, minimizing defects or failure
product, determining the design of the
product, determining work schedule that is
effective, evaluating the cost of additional
hours of work, improving information
systems with supplier.
5. Training and Assistance Activity in

Creativity and Innovation
This activity aims to equip

entrepreneurs with creativity in business, so

that the entrepreneurs always have new
breakthroughs for their businesses and have
business opportunity to earn maximum
profit. If creativity is developed, the
company will go thrive and continue to
develop so that the company's objectives
will be achieved properly. Creativity is
needed to make the products have
superiority compared to other competitors.
If a company does not have and developed
creativity then the company will not be able
to develop and will be left behind by other
companies. To win the competition, an
entrepreneur must have high creativity.
Therefore, creativity is very important to the
company in order to develop and thrive.
Creativity leads to the formation of new
ideas, while innovation is an aim to make
money by using these new ideas, Nahiyah
JF, et al. (2010: 6). If you want to succeed in
business, an entrepreneur must be able to
combine of both the nature of being creative
and innovative thinking in the midst of
competition. Only by being creative and
innovative, we will become "different" than
others, to be unique, so we have the
potential to be a winner (champion) in every
competition. Entrepreneur is someone who
has a soul and a certain ability in creating
and innovating. Having the ability to create
something new and different (ability to
create the new and different) or the ability to
be creative and innovative, in real terms is
reflected in the ability and willingness to
start a business (start-up), the ability to do
something new (creative), willingness and
the ability to seek opportunities
(opportunity), the ability and the courage to
bear the risk (risk bearing) and the ability to
develop ideas and manage its resources.
Willingness and abilities are needed
primarily to: (1) the process/new techniques,
(2) providing products or services, (3)
generating new added value, (4) starting a
new business, market-oriented, and (5)
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developing a new organization  (West,
Michael A, 2000).
6. Training and Assistance Activity in

Marketing Management Field
This activity aims to equip

entrepreneurs in marketing management
field. Management is a series of activities
that involve the entire marketing mix
strategy to increase the value of the
goods/services which will eventually
provide satisfaction to the stakeholders
(customers, employees, capital owners). The
Importance of Marketing Mix includes:
Product, Price, Promotion, Place
(distribution), Probe (research). Beside the
marketing mix, the important thing that has
to be known by an entrepreneur is Principles
of Marketing. Principles of marketing
consist of: Customer Value & Equality
Value, Competitive Advantage &
Differentiation and Focus. In era of
growing, marketing paradigm is also
growing from Production Concept to
Product Concept then developed to Sales
Concepts and Marketing Concepts.
Implementation of Marketing Concepts
includes: consumer research is process and
tool to study consumer behavior,
segmentation is process of dividing the
market into groups with the same needs and
characteristics, targeting is a selection of one
or more segments that will be the target
market and positioning aims to develop
specific product's image in the minds of
consumers. If the marketing concepts are
carried out, marketers can predict how
consumers tend to react to the information
they receive, so that marketers can develop
suitable marketing strategies. By
understanding consumer behavior,
marketers will be able to influence
consumer behavior that fit what marketers’
desire. (Mowen, John C, dan Minor,
Michael, 2002).

7. Training and Assistance Activity in
Financial Management and
Accounting Field

This activity aims to equip entrepreneurs in
Financial Management and Accounting
field. Financial reports can be used to
determine company's financial condition,
determine company’s health, and know
company’s development. Financial report is
required by the company owner to
determine the success of his company and to
assess the performance of managers,
required by managers or leader of the
company to measure the cost of the
company's activities and to measure the
efficiency of each section as well as to
measure the impact of each individual, for
making policy and new procedures to
achieve the best results. Financial Report is
also required by the investors to know the
level of benefits earned, to know the
security of funds invested, also required by
creditors to decide whether to accept or
reject credit application, to measure the
company's ability to pay, for the importance
of security of funds lent. For the
Government, of a company's financial
reports are used for tax purposes and to
determine the company's ability to pay
wages. Financial reports obtained after
doing accounting process, start from
recording process or keeping journal,
classification or posting, summarizing by
making trial balance sheet and making the
financial reports of the Income Reports,
Balance Sheet and Capital changes reports.
(Suwardjono, 2010).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Overview of Entrepreneurial Using
Waste and Used Wood as Raw
Material

Based on the results of the
evaluation in the field, Jati Lawas Alto Solo
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SME and Youth Organization MMIB mostly
use the concept of partnership in running
their business, but Youth Organization
MMIB can also define their own raw
materials resources and products sales. Jati
Lawas Alto Solo SME is not binding on the
business activities of Youth Group MMIB.
Though still a simple management, Youth
Group MMIB has been able to raise the
local economy in Banyuagung, Kadipiro and
surrounding areas. It is evident from the fact
that this activity can reduce unemployment.
Before this activity was carried out, SMEs
Lawas Alto Solo SME only has 3 permanent
employees but now the company has up to 6
employees and also some sub-contract
workers with time of termination contract is
limited, they are employed when order
quantity increases. Likewise, the Youth
Organization MMIB has ever faced an end
in its business, but with management
implementation, they initiated the business
again and began to develop as new
entrepreneurs who utilize waste wood into
economically valuable products.

In running the business it is
essentials to have capital. Capital is used for
purchasing raw materials, funding operating
costs and marketing. Therefore the concept
of (family) kinship partnerships makes the
basic needs of capital does not become an
obstacle, especially using waste wood as the
source of raw materials that is easily
obtained. The waste wood are taken from
Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME and made into
products by Youth Organization MMIB
until the waste wood is all produced,
afterward when Youth Organization MMIB
run out of raw materials, they take waste
wood from Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME again
as raw materials. For products marketing,
there are some products produced by Youth
Organization MMIB which is orders from
Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME, this case makes
Youth Organization MMIB easier in

marketing their products, so that marketing
problems can be resolved. However, based
on the evaluation results in the field, Jati
Lawas Alto Solo SME does not bind to
Youth Organization MMIB in obtaining
their raw materials, production and
marketing of its products. It is certainly very
helpful for Youth Organization MMIB to
more freely develop its business.

Advantage that were felt by Jati
Lawas Alto Solo SME from the
entrepreneurial activities of Youth
Organization MMIB are 1) Waste wood
which has been problem for Jati Lawas Alto
Solo SME for disrupting the production site
can be resolved because the waste wood was
taken by Youth Organization MMIB as raw
materials. 2) Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME can
make Youth Organization MMIB as a
business partner so that they can obtain
ordered products from the Youth
Organization MMIB at a price that can
compete. 3) By Partnering with Youth
Organization MMIB, Jati Lawas Alto Solo
SME is helped in providing and completing
products. 4) The economic benefit is
obtained (value) with this partnership.

For Youth Organization MMIB,
advantages obtained from their new
entrepreneurship are: 1) Increasing
knowledge and experience in
entrepreneurship, 2) Obtaining economic
benefits 3) Assuredness source of raw
materials because Jati Lawas Alto Solo
SME willing to provide waste wood as raw
material for production. 4) Assuredness
sales or marketing, because Jati Lawas Alto
Solo SME also willing to accept and buy the
product. 5) Youth Organization MMIB has
broad opportunities to develop business
because Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME does not
bind to the Youth Organization MMIB in
partnering, both in obtaining waste wood as
raw material as well as in products
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marketing, this is an excellent opportunity if
carried out.

There are many kinds of souvenir
products made by the Youth Organization
MMIB with waste wood as the raw material
such as wooden ladle, ashtrays, coasters and
others. The demand for souvenir products is
a lot, especially during celebration season, a
lot of product is needed as souvenir for
celebration. But not all demand for these
products fulfilled, it is because the amount
of production is still very limited. This
entrepreneurship is run by four people,
Bagas Ichsan as chairman of the Youth
Organization MMIB he works as the
entrepreneurship manager with the task of
finding consumers, looking for raw
materials, organizing and managing
production, while there are only three people
working on the product and they even use
very simple tools, such as manual saws,
manual chisel tool to make circle or oval
shape, and manual sandpaper.

2. Raw Material Uptake Analysis and
Production Capacity

In terms of availability of raw
materials that is waste wood, the use of
waste wood as raw materials that is
processed into product is relatively very
little, this is because the tools that are used
is still manual tools, so that with limited
manpower produce a number of products
that are limited too.

Table 1. Percentage of Uptake Use of
Material from Raw Material
Supply

Source : processed primary data

When production tools are adequate
such as chain saw machines, planer tool
machines, lathe tool machines and
sandpaper machines. Based on interviews,
calculation of projection of waste wood as
raw material uptake after use of production
tool in the form of machines, as the table
below

Tabel 2. Percentage of Uptake Use of
Material from Raw Material
Supply after using machines

Source : processed primary data
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By using machine tools for
production, the uptake of waste wood as raw
material increased by 1000%, it also means
increasing production capacity and makes
this entrepreneurship has competitiveness in
the market.

3. Analysis of Available for Sale
Products

Relation between production
capacity and selling price per unit will
become available for sale products (Al
Haryono Yusuf, 1999).

Table 3. Available for Sale Products
Capacity before Using
Machines in 1 year

Source : processed primary data

It is seen that there is a very
significant increase of products available for
sale, with thousands of percent-fold rise.

CONCLUSIONS

Jati Lawas Alto Solo SME is a
creative SME that produce sills, doors,
furniture, gazebo and wooden house with
waste wood of former house, former timber
of ships (reclaimed wood) as raw materials,
in terms of raw materials, this SME is
environmentally friendly SMEs. Youth
Organization of Banyuagung in Kadipiro,
MMIB, is a SME that utilize waste wood
that numerously available in the
neighborhood. The waste wood that will be
utilized as raw material are taken from
several wood production SMEs in Kadipiro
then processed again to be souvenir products
such as wooden ladle, ashtrays, coasters and
others.

In terms of sources of raw materials
such as waste wood of former house and
former timber of ships, then both of these
SMEs are SMEs which seek to increase
higher economic value from waste wood
that were simply discarded or utilized as
firewood which is certainly less in economic
value. Therefore both these SMEs are really
SMEs that do ethical business, because with
the wisdom of entrepreneurship, they utilize
waste wood into economically valuable
products so that we are not wasting natural
resources such as wood that takes a very
long time to grow from planting tree
seedlings until become wood that can be cut
down.

In terms of availability of raw
materials that is waste wood, the use of
waste wood as raw materials that is
processed into product is relatively very
little, this is because the tools that are used
is still manual tools, so that with limited
manpower produce a number of products
that are limited too. Through this
community service activity, the production
has been processed using machinery tools,
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the results is the uptake of waste wood as
raw material increased by 1000%, it also
means increasing production capacity and
makes this entrepreneurship has
competitiveness in the market.

Relation between production
capacity and selling price per unit will
become available for sale products. After
using machinery tools for production, the
production capacity increase and the
available for sale products also experience a
very significant increase.

SUGGESTIONS

With creativity and innovation also
with an adequate technology, waste wood
can be processed to be product that provide
high economic value and can be used as a
business opportunity that has a great chance
to compete.
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